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Why ONE
Investments?
ONE Investments are a leading, property
investment company headquartered in Central
London and with regional offices in New York and
Dubai. ONE Investments specialise in Dubai, Abu
Dhabi and London property investment.

ONE Investments are the market

is paramount. Our network of

leader for Dubai real estate, with

partners includes some of the

the largest selection of properties

most respected global financial

on offer. Due to this we have won

institutions, construction

multiple awards for our service

companies and property developers,

to Dubai real estate, including

whom we have carefully selected to

international broker of the year

ensure our clients’ interests remain

from 2017 running.

at the heart of everything we do.
‘Growth with Security’ is more

ONE Investments works only with

than just a motto to us – it’s the

the most credible partners, as

backbone of our entire business.

security of our clients’ investments
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Why Dubai?

Dubai is also known as the financial

This flourishing city in the UAE is

centre of the Middle East, South

also a tourism hub, it is the 4th most

Asia & North Africa and the trade

visited city in the world going from

centre of these locations. It is the

a mere 3.9 Million visitors in 2000 to

Aviation Centre of the World, with

a staggering 21 Million+ visitors in

over 88 Million passengers annually

2018.

taking over London Heathrow.
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Dubai a city like no other in the world, is the unrivalled
hub of the Middle East, South Asia & North Africa. It is

TOURISTS
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one of the World’s fastest growing city. As you can see
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in the graph 1.0, in 2000 the population was under 1

8

million. It is now just under 3 million!
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How many square metres of prime
property US$1m buys in selected cities*
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Dubai is a global capital, yet the 3rd cheapest when

Monaco
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compared to other global capitals. As outlined in the

Hong Kong

21

picture on the right hand side, $1 Million can get you 155

London

30

sqm of prime property. 125 sqm more than London and

New York
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significantly more than Hong Kong, Singapore and New

Singapore
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York. All which are comparable alpha cities.

Geneva
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Los Angeles

39

Paris

45

Sydney

50

Shanghai

58

Tokyo

65

Beijing

68

Berlin

77

Miami

90

Melbourne

96

Mumbai

102

Istanbul

115

Dubai

155

Cape Town

174

Sao Paulo
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Tech Companies that have moved their HQ to Dubai
over the past 5 years.

Dubai has a vision of becoming the silicon valley of the Middle East.
Palo Alto, California the hub for technology in the USA. Property worth $250,000 in
1990 were valued at $510,000 by 2000. Which are now worth $1.6 million.

Who followed in the footsteps of the big 4 and Dubai’s
dream of becoming the silicon valley of the middle east?

Who will drive the demand?
Dubai is a global capital, yet the 3rd cheapest when compared to other global capitals. As outlined, with all these multinational
companies relocating their business to Dubai, it automatically results in 100s of thousand jobs being created. We’re looking at an
international influx that adds to the current market, increasing the demand further to new heights. It is estimated that by 2030 the
population of Dubai will grow by 100% therefore continuing to be the fastest growing population in the world. What happens when
there is an influx of population, what is the first thing these new citizens are looking for? What happens to property prices when
the demand is increased? The increase of jobs goes parallel with not only the rental demand but also the buyers demand.

Conclusion
As we can see, Dubai is a global capital with still
significant room for population growth. Alongside this
it is still the 3rd cheapest global capital in the world
thus in the medium-long term has massive significant
upside in price growth. This significant upside in price
growth allows exponential opportunity for potential
investors to capitalise upon. Please see our featured
properties and investment hotspots on the following
pages, which we see as best areas and investment
opportunities in terms of rental return, capital
appreciation and living lifestyle.

Featured Properties

Project Name:

Project Name:

Golf Grove

Beach Visa Emaar Beachfront

Location:

Location:

Dubai Hills Estate

Dubai Harbour

USP:

USP:

Closest community to

Private beachfront, views of Palm

centre of Dubai.

Jumeirah

Starting Price:

Starting Price:

£650,000/$846,000

£288,000/$375,000

Project Name:

Project Name:

Fiora

Creek Edge

Location:

Location:

Akoya Oxygen Community

Dubai Creek Harbour

USP:

USP:

Extremely attractive starting price

New centre of Dubai with worlds

Starting Price:

largest tower

£69,000/$90,000

Starting Price:
£233,000/$303,000

Investment
Hotspots
Downtown Dubai

Dubai Creek Harbour

Downtown offers vibrant and exciting

recent addition to the area is the Dubai

Dubai Creek Harbour is to be the new

which will have everything Downtown

attractions all in one neighbourhood.

Opera building which showcases top shows.

centre of Dubai, what is being referred to as

has and more. It has better travel access, a

Downtown 2.0. It is the new and improved

marina, a taller tower, a bigger mall and is

With the world’s tallest tower Burj Khalifa
dominating the skyline, the spectacular

With all that is happening in this part of

version of the current Downtown. In Dubai

approximately 2x larger. It also has the best

water fountains just outside of the Dubai

Dubai, many young professionals choose to

Creek Harbour they will be constructing the

connectivity, with 4 dedicated metro stations

Mall are also a sight to see. Downtown is a

live in this quarter and it makes for a great

Worlds new tallest tower and the World’s

and a water taxi to Downtown Dubai in 5

shoppers paradise with the 1,200 retail store

investment location.

new largest mall. 15 years ago if you invested

minutes.

outlets self contained in probably the world’s

in the current Downtown before the Burj

largest shopping mall complex. As well as

Khalifa was built you would have made a

As stated, this is the new centre of

stores, restaurants and different attractions

lot of money, you now have the opportunity

Dubai which has huge scope for capital

like cinemas and play venues within. A

to take advantage of this upcoming area

appreciation.and a fantastic yield

Business Bay

Dubai Harbour Emaar Beachfront

With plenty of residential and commercial

Business Bay is one of the trendy residential

A new apartment tower development just

top spot for property investment with the

spaces available for investment, Business

and professional hubs, set amidst the

off the Palm Jumeirah region is currently

lure of the beach and amenities such as

Bay is an area that is teeming with local

gleaming waters of the Dubai Canal.

being constructed by the same developers

gyms, pools and children’s play areas.

and international traders, modern furnished

Attractive prices and a strategic location

of Dubai Creek Harbour. Known as Emaar

buildings, convenient linked transport and

makes Business bay both a great investment

Beachfront, the construction boasts of 27

With its idyllic beach setting, families and

all the amenities that makes this flourishing

and holiday home.

towers all unique in architectural design.

young couples can live a blissful lifestyle.

city in Dubai a must for investors. It is the

Designed with modern luxurious styling

Emaar Beachfront has something for

location of the financial centre yet minutes

and layouts each coming with a private

everyone, both investors and those looking

away from Downtown Dubai.

beachfront delivering an epic view out into

for a luxury holiday home.

the Arabian sea, Palm Jumeirah and Dubai
Marina. It’s little wonder that this area is a
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